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ally speech decoding algorithms are closely combined
with error concealment techniques to reduce the sub-
jective effects of residual bit errors. In general these
error concealment techniques require reliability in-
formation which is provided by the channel decoder.
The amount of additional information may vary from
1 bit per received frame, e.g. in GSM a BFI (bad
frame indicator) for a speech frame of 260 bits (Full
Rate (FR) codec) or for a frame of 244 bits (Enhanced
Full Rate (EFR) codec), up to several bits per re-
ceived bit for Softbit Speech Decoding. In applica-
tions such as the GSM infrastructure where the chan-
nel decoder and the speech decoder are placed at spa-
tially distant locations, the additional data rate re-
quired to transmit the reliability information might
not be available.

Therefore, we break up the close connection
between error concealment and speech decoding
and move the error concealment unit to the base
transceiver station where the channel decoder is lo-
cated. As the error concealment algorithm pro-
duces estimated speech parameters with high ampli-
tude resolution a re-quantization of these estimated
speech parameters is required which implies a loss
in estimation quality. In this paper it is shown that
this loss in quality is negligible in most practical
cases. In addition, methods for a reduction of the re-
quantization loss are discussed.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Speech coding is indispensable to achieve a required
bandwidth efficiency in applications where bandwidth
is a limited resource, as e.g. in digital mobile telecom-
munication. In contrast to fixed network transmis-
sion, the mobile radio channel suffers from a variety
of adverse effects such as multi-path propagation and
Doppler spread that make it very hard to guarantee
data transmission at low error rates. This can only be
achieved by a combination of interleaving, equalization
and channel coding.

Especially at high compression rates (e.g. 0.5-1.5
bits per speech sample), which are achievable by mod-
ern CELP codecs, the compressed speech data be-
comes extremely vulnerable. Therefore, in current mo-
bile systems powerfulForward Error Correction (FEC)

schemes, usually based on convolutional codes, are ap-
plied for protection. In order to adapt such channel codes
to the source codec,Unequal Error Protection (UEP) [1]
is used, i.e. very significant bits of a coded speech seg-
ment are highly protected, whereas less significant bits
have weaker error protection.

However, under severely disturbed transmission con-
ditions the described measures of error protection will
partially fail. In this case, residual bit errors remain in
the bit stream delivered to the source decoder, which
tend to cause very annoying artifacts in the synthesized
speech unless additional error concealment techniques
are applied. A rather simple, but effective example of er-
ror concealment is theBad Frame Indicator (BFI) mech-
anism of GSM. ACyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) over
the 50 most sensitive bits of a coded speech frame is
used in addition to reliability information derived from
the equalizer or channel decoder, to classify the received
frames as either “good” or “bad”. This coarse reliability
information is forwarded to the speech decoder, which
reacts on a bad frame either by repeating the last speech
frame classified as good, or by muting if too many sub-
sequent bad frames are received.

This ad hoc approach can be improved by forwarding
reliability information not only for a complete frame but
for speech parameters or even single bits and by exploit-
ing this information for parameter estimation. ThisSoft-
bit Speech Decoding approach [2, 3, 4] is furthermore
able to exploit residual redundancy in the source coded
data which is due to the instationarity of the speech sig-
nal.

Considering the practical implementation ofSoftbit
Speech Decoding, the extensive use of reliability infor-
mation at the speech decoder will require a multiple
of the transmission bandwidth on the link between the
channel decoder and the speech decoder compared to
a BFI solution. While this is easily solved in a mo-
bile phone where both components are probably located
on the same chip or in the same DSP program, a prob-
lem will occur in the network, since channel coding
is implemented in theBase Transceiver Station (BTS)
and speech coding in theTranscoder/Rate Adapter Unit
(TRAU) located at theBase Station Controller (BSC) or
at theMobile Switching Center (MSC), or in between.
So channel decoding and speech decoding take place at
a distance of typically several kilometers, which have to
be linked e.g. by leased lines.
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Fig. 1: Transmission system
(IA: index assignment, EST: estimation)

As specified in the current GSM standard, the data
transport between BTS and TRAU is constrained to be
maximally 16 kbit/s (by using the so-called 16 kbit/s
Abis sub-multiplexing). Since almost all of the 16 kbit/s
data rate has been occupied by the signaling bits and the
speech (hard) bits (e.g. 13 kbit/s in the case of the Full
Rate Codec), the transportation of reliability informa-
tion (soft bits) from the channel decoder to the source
decoder becomes impossible.

To overcome this problem we propose a new sys-
tem configuration which associates error concealment
by Softbit Speech Decoding directly with the channel
decoder. This requires that the parameters estimated by
the error concealment are adequately re-quantized be-
fore transmitted to the speech decoder. When carefully
designed, this approach can yield almost no degrada-
tion in terms of estimation gain compared to the solution
without re-quantization.

In section II we give a quick review ofSoftbit Speech
Decoding. Section III describes the implementation as-
pects in detail. As we will see, the new system con-
figuration requires a re-quantization of the estimated
speech parameters. Section IV will focus the impacts
on the estimation quality caused by this re-quantization
and will provide design rules for quantizers adequate
for re-quantization. Further enhancement of the re-
quantization quality is considered in section V. Finally,
in section VI we present simulation results that verify
our considerations.

II. SOFTBIT SPEECHDECODING

Recently parameter estimation was proposed to real-
ize Softbit Speech Decoding [2, 3]. This approach be-
comes especially attractive when used together with ef-
ficient soft output decoders for convolutional codes [5,
6, 7].

Figure 1 depicts a model of the considered transmis-
sion system. In theindex assignment (IA) block to each
of the quantized source coding parameters�U; �V ; :: (ei-
ther scalar or vectors), a value-specific bit pattern is as-
signed, e.g. parameter�U is encoded by a word ofM
bits u1; u2; ::; uM . The bitsu1; ::; uM ; v1; :: are com-
piled to a blockx and are convolutionally encoded. The
coded bitsy are transmitted over the channel, which is
described by the additive noisen. The channel decoder
processes the received valuesz and yields two outputs:
Hard decision bitŝx and reliability information in terms
of a posteriori probabilitiesPr(x̂jz) for single bits. This
information enables the estimation unit to compute pa-

rameter estimateŝU; V̂ ; :: .
Parameter estimation requires the computation of

parameter a posteriori probabilities, which can be
achieved by combining the correspondingbit a posteri-
ori probabilities produced by the channel decoder. Un-
der the assumption of statistical independence of theM
distinct error processes1 that influence the parameter bitsui we get thea posteriori probability of a specific quan-
tizer reproduction level�UjPr( �Uj jz) � C � p �U ( �Uj) � MYi=1 Pr(uijz)pui(ui) ; (1)

wherep �U (�) is thea priori distribution of the quantized
speech parameter andpui(�) thea priori distribution of
the i-th bit of its binary representation. The constantC is determined by the condition

Pj Pr( �Uj jz) = 1.
The computation of thea posteriori probabilities can
also take into consideration the time correlation of pa-
rameter values of successive speech segments. In this
case the process�U must be modeled by a Markov chain
rather than by a pdf [2]. A further enhancement ofSoft-
bit Speech Decoding can be achieved by application of
Source Optimized Channel Codes (SOCCs) [8, 9]

One possible decision rule can be derived fromMaxi-
mum A Posteriori (MAP) criterion, which minimizes the
symbol probability of error:ÛMAP = argmaxj Pr( �Uj jz) : (2)

From estimation theory it is well known that the optimal
estimator in theMinimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
sense is given byÛMMSE = E

� �U jz	 =Xj �Uj � Pr( �Uj jz) : (3)

It has to be noted, that due to equation (3)ÛMMSE can
take values other than quantization table or codebook
entries. As the speech decoder usually is able to process
these real-valued estimates directly, no further quantiza-
tion is required. In the next section however, we will
consider a practical implementation that makes such a
re-quantization necessary.

For the following derivations, two limits with respect
to the channel quality are of importance. If the transmis-
sion channel is error-free, thea posteriori probabilities

1This is the case if the bits of one parameter have a mutual distance
of at least5L bit positions in the blockx, whereL is the constraint
length of the convolutional code. This can be achieved, if the compi-
lation ofx includes an adequate interleaving.
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Fig. 2: Conventional receiver site of transmission system

take the valuesPr( �Uj jz) = (1 �Uj sent0 �Uk; k 6= j sent : (4)

Hence,ÛMMSE is equal to the originally quantized pa-
rameter value�U . In turn, for very bad conditions we getPr( �U jz) = p �U ( �U) ; (5)

i.e. thea posteriori probabilities are equal to their corre-
spondinga priori probabilities.

III. I MPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

We will now consider the problems implied by a prac-
tical implementation ofSoftbit Speech Decoding in a
cellular network. A typical receiver structure in the up-
link is depicted in figure 2.

Channel decoding is already performed in the BTS in
order to reduce the transmission bandwidth necessary to
forward the received bit stream to the distant speech de-
coder, which is usually placed at some network switch-
ing or inter-working unit or in between.

To implement error concealment bySoftbit Speech
Decoding in the way depicted in Figure 2 it would be
necessary to transmit reliability information in addition
to the channel decoded (hard) bit stream. This consumes
a large amount of bandwidth which in some cases is not
available. E.g. in the GSM networks, the maximum data
rate between BTS and TRAU is usually constrained to
be 16 kbit/s and in the case of the Half Rate transmis-
sion often even 8 kbit/s, by use of the 16 and 8 kbit/s
Abis sub-multiplexing. On the other hand, when each of
the channel decoded (speech parameter) soft bits is rep-
resented/quantized by 3 bits, then for a 13 kbit/s speech
codec (as in the case of the ETSI FR codec) a data of
13�3 = 39 kbit/s had to be transmitted. As a result, error
concealment bySoftbit Speech Decoding in the conven-
tional way of associating it to the speech decoder is not
implementable in the current GSM infrastructure.
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Fig. 3: Transmission system with re-quantization
(Ch.D.: channel decoder, RQ: re-quantization)

Therefore, we propose an alternative solution if the
channel decoder and the speech decoder are at spatially
distant locations, namely, the estimator is associated
with the channel decoder. Figure 3 depicts such a modi-
fied system configuration.

As already mentioned, this requires a re-quantization
of the estimated speech parameters. On one hand, the
accuracy of this re-quantization can be made arbitrarily
high to avoid a loss of quality, but on the other hand, the
transmission bandwidth has to be considered.

IV. I NFLUENCE OFRE-QUANTIZATION

The performance degradation caused by re-
quantization of the estimated parameter values will
now be discussed. Figure 4 shows an equivalent trans-
mission system for the codec parameterU . The total
quantization caused by the source encoder and the
re-quantization are modeled as additive noisenq andnr, respectively. Furthermore, the equivalent channel
consisting of channel coder, physical channel, equal-
izer, channel decoder and parameter estimation is also
modeled by additive noisen.

It is obvious that the noise power caused at the en-
coder siteNq = Efn2qg solely depends on the speech
codec used and is independent of the channel conditions.
The noise powerN = Efn2g of the equivalent channel
is mainly determined by the carrier-to-interferer-ratio
(C=I) of the physical channel. If the quantizer used for
re-quantization has the same reproduction levels as the
transmitter site quantizer, the noise powerNr = Efn2rg
caused by re-quantization will depend on both, the per-
formance of the quantizer and the quality of the physical
channel, as shown below:

A. Noise-free transmission (C=I !1)

In case of a noise-free transmission (N = 0) the
output values of the estimator̂U are identical to the
quantized values�U . Then, using a quantizer for re-
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quantization that contains all encoder site reproduction
levels the estimated parameterÛ can be reproduced ex-

actly by re-quantization, i.e.�̂U = Û . Therefore, it can
be stated that NrjC=I!1 = 0 : (6)

B. Transmission over a disturbed channel

If the parameter�U is transmitted over a disturbed
channel, because of (5), the output values of the MS
estimatorÛ are shifted towards the expectation2 Ef �Ug
by increasing channel noise. Hence, for very bad chan-
nels the estimator outputs a constant value which conse-
quently results in the constant re-quantization errorNrjC=I!�1 = [Ef �Ug � �Uopt℄2 : (7)

In equation (7)�Uopt represents the reproduction level
used for Ef �Ug. Furthermore, the noise power of the
channelN is NjC=I!�1 = �2�U ; (8)

where�2�U denotes the variance of the quantized param-
eter source.

Figure 5 illustrates a typical behavior of the three
different noise components. We performed a three-
dimensional vector quantization at rate 2 bit/dimension
of a white Gaussian source with variance�2U = 1.
The codebook indices were bit-wise transmitted over an
AWGN channel and at the receiver parameter estima-
tion and re-quantization were applied. TheEs=N0 ra-
tio on the AWGN channel here serves as a simplified
counterpart of theC=I on real mobile channels. For the
re-quantization we used the same vector quantizer as at
the transmitter. It can be seen that the noise due to re-
quantization tends to the finite value[Ef �Ug � �Uopt℄2 : (9)

For all considered channel conditions the distortion due
to channel noise is about one magnitude greater than the
re-quantization noise.Ntot reveals the total end-to-end
distortion.

2If a Lloyd-Max quantizer is used, it also identical to the expecta-
tion value EfUg of the unquantized parameterU .
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Fig. 5:Nq : quantization noise,N: channel noise,Nr:
re-quantization noise,Ntot: end-to-end noise

C. Parameter Signal-To-Noise Ratio

If Ef �Ug = 0 and if we assume statistical indepen-
dence of the three error processes depicted in figure 4,
the overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by

SNR= �2UNq +N(C=I) +Nr(C=I) : (10)

Using the bounds derived for a noise-free channel (6)
yields

SNRjC=I!1 = �2UNq : (11)

For moderate distorted channels the SNR is dominated
byN +Nq � Nr, hence

SNR� �2UNq +N : (12)

whereas by inserting equations (7) and (8) we get for a
very bad channel

SNRjC=I!�1 = �2UNq + �2U +NrjC=I!�1 � 1 ;
(13)

because of�2U � Nq +NrjC=I!�1.
These considerations show that the parameter SNR

for the overall transmission system is essentially in-
dependent of the noise powerNr caused by re-
quantization. Only under moderate channel conditions
the quantizer must fulfill the requirementNq � N : (14)

As we will show by simulations, this is fulfilled for
Gaussian distributed sources by using quantizers atR >1 bit/sample.



V. ENHANCEMENT OF RE-QUANTIZATION QUALITY

If low rate quantizers atR < 1 bit/sample are
used for encoder site quantization as well as for re-
quantization, condition (14) is violated for moderately
disturbed channels, and a significant loss in quality due
to re-quantization would be the consequence. To over-
come this problem, the accuracy of re-quantization must
be enhanced by employing a quantizer with higher reso-
lution.

The crucial point for the design of such a quantizer
that all encoder site reproduction levels must be included
in the re-quantizer codebook. Otherwise equation (6)
would be invalid, and even under noise-free conditions a
performance degradation would be the case. A training
algorithm for such re-quantizer codebooks can easily be
derived from the well-known LBG algorithm [10].

Further enhancement can be achieved for bad chan-
nels. Due to (9) the re-quantization noiseNr in gen-
eral tends to a non-zero value when going to bad chan-
nel conditions. This problem can easily be solved by
adding Ef �Ug as a further reproduction vector to the re-
quantization codebook. Repeating the simulation de-
scribed in Section IV.B and applying such a modified
re-quantization codebook yielded the curves shown in
Figure 6. NowNr has a local maximum and actually
vanishes forEs=N0 ! �1.
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Fig. 6: Distortions using an extended re-quantization
codebook

Of course, a higher re-quantization accuracy implies
also an increased bandwidth demand on the link between
the error concealment unit at the base station and the
distant speech decoder (see Figure 3). But as we will
see in the next section, 1 or 2 additional bits per speech
parameter are in most cases sufficient, and as only few
speech parameters are quantized at very low rates, the
resulting bandwidth increase should be negligible.

One example how to merge the described enhanced
re-quantization technique with other system aspects
might be adaptive multi-rate speech coding (such as

GSM-AMR), where several single rate codecs together
build one codec family. For each family member, the
speech codec contains a specific quantizers, one for each
coding rate. In some cases these quantizers constitute a
hierarchy such, that on one hierarchy level all reproduc-
tion centroids of the previous level are included. Then
high hierarchy level quantizers could be used for en-
hanced re-quantization, without explicit modifications
of the speech decoder.

VI. SIMULATIONS

The results of chapters IV and V shall now be veri-
fied by simulations. To model the disturbed transmission
of speech parameters, we will transmit a Gaussian dis-
tributed scalar parameterU with �2U = 1 over an AWGN
channel. At the decoder the parameter values are MS es-
timated and re-quantized.

Figure 7 shows the simulation result using a three di-
mensional vector quantizer (VQ) with 2 bit/sample for
quantization. The same quantizer was employed for re-
quantization. The loss in speech quality compared to
unquantizedSoftbit Speech Decoding is at most 0.3 dB,
which is tolerable in most applications.
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Fig. 7: Parameter-SNR for 3-dimensional VQ at
2 bit/sample before and after re-quantization

In contrast, figure 8 shows the simulation results
for a three dimensional vector quantizer with only 1
bit/sample. Due to the low rate re-quantization the pa-
rameter SNR decreases about 1 dB under bad channel
conditions. If a higher rate re-quantizer with e.g. 2
bit/sample is used, the loss in re-quantization quality can
be considerably reduced.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In conventional mobile communication, speech de-
coding error concealment techniques are spatially and
algorithmically closely associated to the speech decoder.
In our contribution we show, that this close association
can be avoided, and that it is possible to make the error
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concealment unit a part of the channel decoder, which
plays an important role for the economic implementa-
tion of error concealment bySoftbit Speech Decoding in
a cellular network.

To do so, a re-quantization of estimated speech pa-
rameters is necessary. By analytical considerations, we
derived approximations for the quality degradation due
to this re-quantization compared to unquantizedSoftbit
Speech Decoding. It turned out, that in most cases the
re-quantization loss is negligible small. For cases where
this is not valid, we proposed a method to enhance the
re-quantization quality.
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